
Hammana Artist House is now finally open! 
  

On the evening of August 12, 2017, an exceptional new art space was inaugurated 
and added to Lebanon’s extensive cultural scene. Hammana Artist House, a 
multidisciplinary art residency space with a specific focus on performing arts, 
officially opened its doors to the world during an artistic evening that unraveled 
beneath an exceptional display of shooting stars in the sky above Hammana, some 
40 minutes away from Beirut in Mount Lebanon. With its three floors dedicated to 
the creation and propagation of art, the house saw a crowd of visitors behind its 
blue shutters and in the surrounding area, affirming that such a space – 
decentralized from the nation’s capital – is already a home away from home. 
  
A celebration par excellence, the grand opening of Hammana Artist House was held 
under the patronage of Lebanese Minister of Culture Dr. Ghattas Khoury, 
represented by M. Suleiman Khoury, director of the Unesco Palace, and in the 
presence M. Eric Lebas, representing the Ambassador of France in Lebanon M. 
Bruno Foucher. Alongside official personalities from the region and beyond, a flow of 
visitors from across the country came together to witness a successful launch. 
Crowds were first welcomed in the garden of the municipality of Hammana, before 
attending the opening ceremony, where founder Dr. Robert Eid expressed his joy to 
see the house begin to fulfil one of its purposes in bringing people together to create 
and connect, one year after the stone-laying ceremony and extensive renovation and 
expansion works: 
  
“Hammana Artist House reaffirms the importance of reviving cultural life in villages 
and outside capitals. We hope that this initiative will inspire similar adventures 
across Lebanon” 
  
From their side, Collectif Kahraba, founding partners and artistic directors of 
Hammana Artist House shared their insight into the exciting new endeavor that they 
have come to assume: 
 
“HAH is necessary project for every society, regardless of time and place. It is a 
space for encounters and discoveries, where the audience is invited to take part 
every step of the creative process.” 
  
The evening culminated with an exquisite Tango performance by the Juan Carlos 
Carrasco H Tango Group and a concert by the Arthur Satyan Jazz Quartet as the 
night unfolded, bringing soul and fervour to a house that hopes to emanate a 
powerful message that art and culture can still change the world.  
  
 



What is Hammana Artist House? 
Hammana Artist House is a multidisciplinary art residency space with a focus on 
performing arts. Founded in 2016 by D. Robert Eid in partnership with Collectif 
Kahraba, Hammana Artist House is above all a space for artistic development, a 
space to create and connect. HAH is open to local and international artists to deepen 
their artistic research, meet diverse audiences, develop their networks and reinforce 
their social engagement. Comprising spaces for rehearsals and artist hosting, a 
scenography workshop and an open air theatre, HAH proposes a year-round artistic 
programme under the artistic direction of Collectif Kahraba. 
www.hah-lb.org     
  
Upcoming events 
19 August 2017, 20.30 Daline Jabbour sings Asmahan - Tarab evening 
29 & 30 August 2017 Us, the Moon & The Neighbours Festival- Mar Mikhael, Beirut 
2 & 3 Septembre 2017 Us, the Moon & The Neighbours Festival - Hammana  
 
Pour plus d’informations 
Be:kult / info@bekult.com / +961 3 944126 
Photos haute resolution: www.hah-lb.org/press 
Hammana Artist House / Info@hah-lb.org  
Twitter / Facebook 

  
 


